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The Lovers Obstacle

In New York City, there was a very successful company that produced and distributed
weapons. Leonato, the company’s CEO, threw a party celebrating the company’s 25th
anniversary. He invited all of his coworkers, including: Pedro, his faithful right hand, Claudio, a
very trustworthy and responsible worker, his daughter Hero, his niece Beatrice and even his
Janitor, John. Before the party, Claudio tells Pedro that he wants to win Hero's heart. Claudio
expressed how he was beginning to fall in love after meeting her, so Pedro offered his help.
Pedro was planning on talking to Hero about how Claudio was such a great man and other good
things so that Hero could notice him in a romantic way. On the other hand, John devises an evil
plan to ruin Claudio’s reputation with Hero.

An hour or two later, John begins to execute his plan to make Claudio look bad in front of
Hero. He starts by  telling her that she should not talk with Claudio because he is known to be a
cheater who uses women to get what he wants. Pedro overhears John and exposes him. Pedro
clears everything up to Hero by telling her about John's real intentions and by telling her good
things about Claudio. Hero seems interested in the words that Pedro had spoken of him so she
starts talking to Claudio. Claudio and Hero found the situation with John funny and maybe a
coincidence for them to meet and get along. They start knowing each other more and decide to
date.

After a whole year of knowing each other, Hero and Claudio became a really happy
couple. John became very jealous of them so he asked one of his comrades, Mario, to give him
ideas to make them break up. Mario comes up with a plan to make Claudio think that Hero is
cheating; The plan consists of Mario kissing his wife who will pretend to be Hero, take pictures
of it and showing them to Claudio.

One day, Claudio and Hero went out for dinner, to spend some time together. John
decided this was the perfect time to start his plan so at the dinner place, Claudio received a bunch
of pictures from a strange number. When he opened it, the pictures showed a girl that looked
exactly like Hero making out with another man. Claudio was shocked and disappointed at Hero;
“I can’t believe after all these times together you decide to be with another man…You really are
a cheater, we're done!”. Claudio shouted. Hero, surprised and confused, tries to explain that this
is all fake; Claudio, believe me! Someone is trying to set us up! Don't you think that John might
be behind all of this? In denial, Claudio responds: “I only wanted a relationship built with trust,
if it will not be, i'll leave you. It’s over’’. They broke up, both of them remaining heart broken.



Leonato got furious after hearing the news; “ How dare you cheat on such an honorable
man as Claudio!” Said Leonato with anger. Everyone was disappointed at Hero except for
Beatrice. She knew something was off and she mainly suspected John. Beatrice decided to spy
on him, doing it for over a week until she heard John talking with Mario. She decided to record
their conversation in which they were talking about their successful plan to ruin Claudio’s
relationship. Beatrice showed it to Claudio and he was extremely disappointed  for completely
disbelieving Hero. Claudio asked Hero for forgiveness, and she forgave him but she didn't want
to come back with him. “But why? We already know this was all John’s fault, so let's come back
please!” Claudio begged Hero.“I’m sorry, I just don’t think we can continue a relationship
without trust. I'm not going to marry anyone right now, not till God makes men of some other
metal than earth”, Hero said to Claudio while crying. Even though the ending between them
wasn't necessarily joyful, everyone ended in a happy medium and John was fired from the
company for planning all those things that ruined their relationship.


